
Promised but protracted large infrastructure projects in Samtskhe-Javakheti 
Region

Ten large-scale infrastructure projects have been announced in Samtskhe-Javakheti Region at various times, but none of 
them has been launched yet. To prepare those projects, the government purchased 14 documentation packages worth GEL 
1,102,844 in total, of which GEL 1,023,244 (92.7%) was awarded through direct procurements and also, to companies 
being the only bidders in respective tenders. In the event the government decides to implement those projects, part of 
the purchased documents will prove useless while another part will require revision and consequently, additional spending 
from the budget. 

 ǅ Adigeni

 ] House of Culture

In June 2015, the municipality of Adigeni awarded a contract of GEL 16,912, through direct procurement, to Sots 
Architektura LLC to purchase engineering design and cost calculation documents for dismantling the House of Culture at 
№2, Chavchavadze Street in the town of Adigeni and constructing a new building instead. The hall of the building was to 
have the minimum seating occupancy of 300 people. However, nine months later, in March 2016, the Adigeni Municipality 
announced a new tender to revise the already purchased engineering design, awarding a GEL 13,300 worth contract to 
the same company; however, the House of Culture was not built in Adigeni.

In May 2018, the Adigeni Municipality announced a tender worth GEL 25,423 for altering the existing projects and 
additional cost calculation. At the event conducted in the Youth Center of Adigeni, the municipality declared that the 
House of Culture would be named after the Adigeni poet and actor Shalva Keghoshvili. The tender, however, fell through.

A year later, in July 2019, the Municipal Development Fund announced a tender to purchase engineering design and cost 
calculation documents for the construction of House of Culture in Adigeni but at an absolutely different location - on the 
territory of former hospital at №17, Balakhashvili Street. A contract worth GEL 83,500 was awarded to Koba Katsadze, 
the only bidder in the tender.

At the end of the day, none of the three engineering designs that were procured for the House of Culture and cost the 
budget GEL 113,712 has been implemented. Even more, the last purchased project needs revision. On 25 May 2022, the 
Minister of Regional Development and Infrastructure, Irakli Karseladze, told MP Anton Obolashvili that the construction 
of the House of Culture in Adigeni was not planned in 2022 either. According to the Minister, the problem is the cost of 
construction and further maintenance and operation of the facility and for that they “need a common vision.”

 ǅ Akhaltsikhe

 ] Animal shelter 

On 24 May 2018, a presentation of the project of animal shelter was held at an initiative of the then governor of Samtskhe-
Javakheti Region, Kakha Samkharadze. The intermunicipal project was designed by Social Programs and Development 
Center LLC and granted to the region as a gift. Based on this document, the Municipal Development Fund, on 11 November 
the same year, announced a tender to purchase engineering design and cost calculation documents for the construction 
of regional animal shelter in the village of Parekha, Akhaltsikhe municipality, and awarded GEL 35,000 worth contract to 
Kolos LLC. On 12 February 2019, the state transferred a 23 600 square meter facility in Parekha, which operated as the 
animal shelter in the 1990s, to the Akhaltsikhe municipality; however, the intermunicipal animal shelter has not been 
built yet. 

 ] Museum storage

In 2012, after the rehabilitation of Akhaltsikhe Castle, part of the collection and scientific library of Samtskhe-Javakheti 
History Museum were stored in the basement of the second building of Akhaltsikhe University. The rehabilitated complex 
appeared to be short of sufficient space for the unique collection.

On 15 December 2017, at a city council sitting, the then Mayor of Akhaltsikhe municipality, Zaza Mikelidze, announced 
that a terraced-type building would be constructed as a museum storage near the Akhaltsikhe Castle wall to house the 
artefacts and library kept in the basement. At the same sitting, city council members voted for the transfer of the right 
of use of a land plot to the National Museum. Two months earlier of that sitting, the National Museum of Georgia paid 
GEL 800, through direct procurement, to New Project Group LLC for carrying out topo-geodesic measurements on the 2 
500 square meter land which was allotted by the Akhaltsikhe Municipality to the museum, to arrange storages and an 
archeological base there. The Akhaltsikhe Municipality has not transferred the aforementioned territory to the museum 
yet and the only thing that is available so far is a sketch plan produced by a group of architects of the National Museum.  

 ] Green Kindergarten

On 18 March 2016, the Akhaltsikhe Municipality announced a tender to purchase engineering design and cost calculation 
documents for the construction of a new energy-efficient kindergarten on the place of the preschool educational institution 
№4 located at №12 Iadze Street. The contract worth GEL 40,000 was awarded to the only bidder in the tender, Dagenbach 
Landscapes LLC. The engineering design was presented by the authors in the Akhaltsikhe Municipality on 7 June 2016. 

A petition to dismantle the kindergarten №4 and build a new one instead was submitted to the Akhaltsikhe City Council 
by Transparency International Georgia on 13 April 2022. The municipality applied to the Levan Samkharauli National 
Forensics Bureau with a request to study the stability of the building. The Bureau has not delivered an expert opinion yet. 
Hence, the City Council has not considered the petition. In case of endorsement of the petition, it is not known whether 
the local authority will use already purchased project.

 ] Music school

A music school of Akhaltsikhe is in a 19th century monument of cultural heritage. On 2 February 2019, the Akhaltsikhe 
Municipality announced a tender to purchase engineering design and cost calculation documents for the rehabilitation 
works on that building. The winner in the tender, City Art LLC, was awarded a contract worth GEL 28,000; however, three 
and a half years have passed since then, but no rehabilitation works have been launched.

The newly elected Mayor, Irakli Lazarashvili, has a plan to relocate the music school to a new address, №124 Rustaveli 
Street in Akhaltsikhe and to use the building with the status of cultural monument as an art palace. This will require the 
revision of already purchased project and consequently, additional spending.

 ] Rabati Baths

On 12 November 2013, the National Agency for Cultural Heritage Preservation of Georgia awarded, through direct 
procurement, a contract worth GEL 24,900 to Ikori LLC to conduct research and fixation works and draft a sketch plan 
for the rehabilitation of historical Rabati baths in Akhaltsikhe. Two years later, on 1 December 2015, the Akhaltsikhe 
Municipality announced a tender for cleaning works in the historical complex. According to the tender documentation, 
the works were to be carried out together with the authors of the sketch plan prepared in 2013, so as to enable them to 
prepare engineering design-cost calculation documents for the next stage. The contract worth GEL 34,182 was awarded 
to Chule LLC. In its budget for the following, 2016 year, the Akhaltsikhe Municipality allocated GEL 38,000 for the works 
to temporarily roof the baths, but the works were not carried out.

The most recent announcement about the rehabilitation of baths was made in the spring of 2021, within the framework 
of the project “Renovated Regions” initiated by Prime Minister Irakli Gharibashvili. However, the process of rehabilitation 
has not been launched yet and the monument remains exposed to harmful effects. 

 ǅ Aspindza-Akhalkalaki

 ] Vardzia-Khertvisi-Oloda

On 26 January 2015, the Ministry of Economy and Sustainable Development commissioned Georgaphic LLC to prepare 
“Document of City-Building of Vardzia-Khertvisi-Oloda Cultural Landscape” on a 20-km long section along the Mtkavri 
gorge on the territory of Aspindza and Akhalkalaki municipalities. To this end, the Ministry awarded a contract worth 
GEL 485,000 to the Georgaphic LLC through direct procurement. The project covered the territory of 10 villages (Toloshi, 
Khertvisi, Nakalakevi, Tmogvi, Mirashkhani, Kumurdo, Gogasheni, Apnia, Khaveti and Dabnia). That very document was to 
serve as the basis for working out planning principles which would be then approved by the municipalities and thereafter, 
the development of tourist infrastructure would begin in those territories.

Once the project was drafted, the authors presented it in the Akhalkalaki City Hall; during the presentation it was declared 
that forthcoming projects would be implemented in the villages of Akhalkalaki municipality jointly by local authorities and 
the Ministry of Economy. However, no steps were taken for the development of tourism in those villages.

In April of the same 2015 year, the National Agency for Cultural Heritage Preservation of Georgia purchased yet another 
project for primary inventorying of non-material cultural heritage of Vardzia-Khertvisi-Oloda cultural landscape. The 
contract worth GEL 8,600 was signed with Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University.

 ] Chachkari village

On 4 June 2016, the prime minister of that time, Giorgi Kvirikashvili, presented a rehabilitation project of a monument of 
cultural heritage in the village of Chachkari, Aspindza municipality. Up to 50 rock-hewn wine presses and four-centuries-old 
vine have been preserved in this village. Within three months of the presentation, the National Agency for Cultural Heritage 
Preservation executed a direct contract with Engineering Idea LLC, paying the latter GEL 29,650 for the procurement 
of measurement works in the village of Chachkari. Two years later, on 20 April 2018, the Municipal Development Fund 
announced yet another tender for the preparation of Chachkari development plan and awarded a contract worth GEL 
295,000 to the winner in the tender, Amkhanagoba 21. Although six years have passed since a solemn announcement 
of Chachkari rehabilitation, the works have not begun yet.

 ] Meskhetian Halls

During the presentation of Chachkari rehabilitation project, Giorgi Kvirikashvili, talking about the region’s tourism potential, 
mentioned the village of Saro in Aspindza municipality, which is home to two-centuries-old Meskhetian domed halls of 
unique architectural design. Rehabilitation of those buildings was announced at the end of 2014 by the then governor of 
Samtskhe-Javakheti Region, who said that the rehabilitation works would start in 2015 with the amount allocated by the 
World Bank. GEL 2,000,000 was earmarked for the project to be implemented by the Municipal Development Fund. During 
the past nine years, a number of high officials made promises to population about turning Saro into a center of tourism 
equal in its importance to Vardzia. 

Over that period of time, there were sketch plans prepared for only a few of around 40 Meskhetian halls, which were 
revised, first, in 2018 and then, in 2020. The Municipal Development Fund has not purchased even engineering design 
and cost calculation documents yet. 

 ǅ Borjomi

 ] Borjomi Historical Park

On 15 February 2019, a competition was announced upon the initiative of the Samtskhe-Javakheti Regional Administration 
and the Borjomi Municipality for drafting a concept of the development of Borjomi Central Park. The goal was to maintain 
and further develop historical and cultural functions of the park. The awards for winners in the competition were GEL 5,000 
for the first place, GEL 3,000 for the second place and GEL 2,000 for the third place. The competition commission and 
electronic voting revealed two winners. The first-place prize was awarded to the concept prepared by Levan Alibegashvili 
while the second-place prize was awarded to the concept of Giorgi Basiladze. Three years have passed since then but the 
rehabilitation of the Borjomi Park has not been launched. 
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